




“The contradiction”
David, the ex-cop with a university education, tattooed biker, nail professional.  

After finishing his degree David chose to work as a police officer and did so for 10 
years. David worked as a patrol officer and worked his way to criminal investigations.  
After working in several different divisions as a detective and shortly following the 
birth of his son he decided to make a career change. 

David began doing nails over twenty years ago and rose through the ranks earning a 
spot to work with Hollywood actresses, top consumer press models, and attending 
top celebrity events. Experienced in consumer press photo shoots, professional 
industry cover shoots, live on air television sales, and television and press interviews 
from countries worldwide.  

Upon reaching an international status David left San Diego and Los Angeles and chose 
his second home internationally in Germany. In 2004 David moved to Germany, drawn 
by the appeal of Europe.  

David is known today as an industry icon and educator that shares all of his 
knowledge and experience with nail professionals worldwide. David has educated 
countless national and international champions to reach their goals.  

Today David has harnessed all of his knowledge and experience and developed an 
assortment proprietary protected product that compliments his method of education.





WWBD and David have had a positive working relationship for over a decade, particularly 
Dennis Duisters (CEO WWBD Group) and David. This relationship has been based 
on mutual trust that led to an exclusive commitment at the beginning of 2018. The 
commitment to making Astonishing a global brand creating new excitement in the 
professional nail industry together with David as the face of the brand.

Together we have developed professional nail products with proprietary rights in 
cooperation with David’s “know how”. We ensure the nail professional has everything 
they need for success in the nail studio all the way to winning the most prestigious 
competitions worldwide. This begins with a compact system of products that correspond 
to the education method that is logical and comprehensive. Marketing material and 
brand support create an opportunity for the nail professional to reach their dreams and 
career goals.

Our product range has gone through meticulous research and development. David 
has worked with state-of-the-art laboratory chemists with the scientific knowledge to 
create exactly what works for the nail professional. These products are placed into the 
professionals’ hands with a complete education and inspiration.

Our mission as a global brand is to be the go-to partner for innovative and reliable nail 
products and services.



Recreating the wheel and going back to basics. A product range with chemistry that 
matches a method of education.

With this combination of products and education we create a total concept. This 
eliminates the nail professional from having to work with various brands to reach the 
best results. This concept focuses on a complete education program from basic to the 
most highly advanced salon and competition nail techniques. Business evolution for 
the nail professional resulting in profits.

The most important philosophy on every level in business, passion and enjoyment 
leads to success… Have fun!
 
 



The highest level of education will generate success, additional turnover and more profit.
With David we know proper education is the key to success. We educate with perfection 
and effective techniques that have created enormous success in the nail studio and 
competition arena globally. Beautiful enhancements generate happy clients, positive 
word of mouth advertising and ultimately more profit. Exclusivity creating loyalty.

Educators will be certified following an intensive corporate education program referred 
to as “The Rapids!”

A handpicked national lead educator will be in charge of Astonishing education within 
their country. This results in guaranteeing our quality standards are met within their 
country. Demonstrations and stage presentations will be planned and determined by the 
lead country educator in coordination with David.

The Astonishing Global Team is a special and elite group of educators. These educators 
will be trained regularly by David to keep up with the highest standards in the nail 
industry. The Global Team will represent Astonishing globally including brand events as 
well as facilitating “The Rapids” in various cities around the world. Global Team members 
are exclusively committed to Astonishing and will be involved in all R & D to ensure 100% 
brand quality.





Enhance and transform your nails with our Monomer and Polymer liquid and powder or UV/LED gel system. Our new liquid and powder system and UV/LED gel system features 
highly developed product unique with patented technology that ensures resilient nail enhancements without compromising the integrity of the natural nail.



Express your creativity and bring your nails to life with our Gelosophy color coating system. Colors that suit your clients lifestyle best! 
Always adding new colors based on the latest fashion trends. 

#001 
AMSTERDAM 

ROOD

#002 
BIG CITY LIFE

#003 
RED

#004
MARILYN

#005
RUBY SUN

#006 
TRANSYLVANIA

#007 
NYC

#008
POSH

#009
COCKTAIL 

PARTY

#010
THE CEDARS

#011 
WISDOM

#012 
BARBIE

#014 
GOLD COAST 

BIKINI

#015 
DOLL HOUSE

#016 
ON THE TOP

#017 
SCHICK

#018 
WARATAH

#019
IN BETWEEN

#020 
ORANGE SUN

#021
HOI AN

#022 
IB

#023 
BABABEIGE

#025 
THE ROARING 

20’S

#026 
SCULPTING 

CLAY

#027
LAVISH

#028 
STUCCO

#029 
DSB

#030 
RUNAWAY 

GRAPE

#031 
JAWS

#032 
ARTIC ICE

#033 
SLATE

#034 
SMOKEY EYES

#035 
WET CEMENT

#036 
ARMY GREEN

#037 
FLORID FINCH

#038 
PLUM OUTTA 

LUCK

#039 
MOSKAU MIST

#040 
AMETHYST

#041 
MERLOT

#042 
FLAC

#043 
SOUTH BEACH

#044 
THE CAPE

#045 
MIDNIGHT

#046 
STARRY NIGHT

#047
100% DAVID

#048 
FLIC

#049 
SALON SUCCESS

#052 
OPAQUE

#053 
SPRING ORCHID

#054 
MORNING 
HORIZON

#055 
INTOXICATING

#056 
VEGAS LIGHTS

#057
BLURPLE

#058 
SHIBUYA

#059 
ELECTRIC LILA

#060
PURPLE RAIN

#061 
CHRISTMAS

#062 
MERRY

#013 
FLAMINGO

#050 
SIMPLY SHEER

#024 
MIDAS TOUCH



Guarantee proper moisture and protection for healthy, resilient nails. We provide a range of cleansers, treatments and tools to cover each step of manicure and pedicure. Including 
the highest quality files. Tools required for the most natural looking enhancements. Hygiene and PREP products and of course SPA to put the finishing touch on all professional nail 
services. 



Join the conversation and find inspiration, instructions, and new ideas from other members of the Astonishing & David community. Stay up-to-date with nail fashion trends, new 
colors and collections and learn tips and tricks by following Astonishing on social media. Share your most precious work or just have a nice chat with other nail professionals. Get the 
inside scoop from David, beauty professionals, nail artists and members of the Astonishing family worldwide.



Astonishing is powered by WWBD Group 
De Run 4221
5503 LM Veldhoven  info@wwbdgroup.com
The Netherlands  +31 (0)40 2069509


